Prof Desire’ helps make the International Medical University

Desiré is the Professor Emeritus of IMUNE. IMUNE is an accredited and legally registered medical university in Europe.

Since 1995 IMUNE has been offering medical education in a variety of subjects to defend and perpetuate Natural Medicine. There are many small minded people being driven by the SINthetic chemical companies to destroy Natural Medicine as a viable choice in Medicine. IMUNE has offices in Switzerland, Mexico, Dubai, Budapest, England, and the British Virgin Islands. The small petty minded picayune minions of the chemical companies constantly attack with their anal retentive biased short sided views.

We must fight for freedom of choice and especially freedom of choice on medicine.

Education...
...free from Borders   www.imune.net
Prof Desire’ helps make the International Medical University

PROFESSOR DESIRÉ DUBOUNET

and her friends have spent over 35 million dollars to bring the world a professional and thorough course on Wellness, Naturopathy and Neuro-Electro-Physiology of Biofeedback as Bioresonance.

She is such a humanitarian Angel, she lets you pay for the course videos, books and materials with Karma...

Contact
www.imune-europe.com
or contact the Dean at
dean@imune.net

These are the TOP FIVE REASONS to get a Doctorate in Wellness PHD International Medical University degree at home.

1. Getting a degree means you will increase your earning potential. Studies have shown that at home study is just as good as attended classes.

2. Study and Complete Courses at Your Own Pace. Use this to maximize the learning.

3. Scheduling Convenience. Work when you are ready to work.

4. Teaching Faculty Who Actually Have Work Experience in Your Field of Study. Global faculty at IMUNE is with worldwide famous doctors.

5. Save Money on Travel, Parking, Childcare, and Books. You save money the world saves energy, this makes you and the world better.

6. Employer Support. Many employers offer tuition reimbursement for employees’ tuition associated with training in their fields. Employers also tend to encourage enrollment in online degree programs because they know employees will be able to go to school and still be able to be committed to their jobs. Don’t be afraid to ask your employer. Every company needs a wellness consultant.

Professor Desiré Duboune the world’s most famous Naturopath and her friends have spent over 35 million dollars to bring the world a professional and thorough course on Wellness, Naturopathy and Neuro-Electro-Physiology of Biofeedback as Bioresonance. She is such a humanitarian Angel, she lets you pay for the course videos, books and materials with Karma go to www.imune.name for more information.
IMUNE 12 MONTH HOME STUDY COURSE

Go to http://imune.net to learn and to get your course materials. You could get a Doctorate in Wellness and an international or accredited European professional qualification in neurophysiological bioresonance and biofeedback.

The Tassel is worth the Hassel. In a world so concerned of Wellness can be yours in just 12 months of Home Study, a simple thesis, a practicum and four days of monitored supervised contact.

Big Tobacco, Big Sugar, Big Pharma, Big Oil, and Big War Industry are exempt from lay and they kill and injure, maim and cripple in the name of profit. They seek to control and dominate medicine to further build their profits.

Their money controls governments, regulators, and the small minded media. The Ultra Rich Master Echelon Computer now sees and hears all the things we say, write, and do. Rights of privacy are gone worldwide. They have taken away our rights of free speech.

The Ultra Rich control the media and refuse to tell stories that expose or offend the Ultra Rich Power. They control every movie that gets distribution, every song that hits the radio, everything that is put on the world news. They use science and psychology to control and manipulate the minds of the masses.

But medicine is controlled by Universities that teach medicine. There is now one university starting to defend Natural Medicine. IMUNE has a new 12 month home study course that can be bought with Karma and you can learn how to do natural medicine and how to break free from the Ultra Rich control.

Well, the game of Reality Monopoly is still being played all over the world. One percent of the world’s population is winning and now controls over 80% of the wealth. The law allows the game to continue till we will see one winner and 6 billion plus losers.
The IMUNE Board
and ABC Register Creed

We the undersigned Board of the IMUNE medical competency board all agree to carefully and competently review all candidates, procedures, medical articles and other requested review operations. We agree to act with honor and integrity to select and defend the community of natural medicine. We agree to discourage and report all fraud, chicanery and illegal actions of therapists and criminal sales people selling illegal invalidated unverified devices that could hurt our industry.

We the undersigned Board of the IMUNE medical competency board all agree to support the EPFX/QXCI/SCIO/Eductor. The SCIO/Eductor device uses of TVEP (Transcutaneous Voltammetric Evoked Potential), EWH (Electro-Wound-Healing), MTENS (Pain Control), MCES (Micro-Current Cranial Electro Stimulation), EEG, EMG, ECG and GSR.

We agree to defend our certified, licensed, and registered practitioners professionally.
Philosophy of IMUNE

So-called Modern Medicine claims to be based on science, but in actuality it is based on old antiquated forms of science and outdated reductionism. Profit motives in medicine make it resistant to new ideas. If we look at the science of today like Quantum Physics, Quantum Electro-Dynamics, Non-linear Fractal theory, String dynamics we get to a different form of medicine. The history of health care is littered with misconceptions and ideas and practices that fall away as time goes by. Anton Mesmer believed in animal magnetism and had his patients take bath in iron fillings. Every five years or so old ideas in medicine are being replaced with new ideas. We must use science as science evolves and challenge and verify and validate every step of the way.

Natural medicine has not had many people with statistical skills or appreciation of evidence based science. This statistical evidence based science is most often costly and without patent protection, natural compounds are cheap and do not have as much evidence. Most natural and energetic therapists are math-phobic and they tell stories. Many well intentioned people and some charlatans have taken advantage of this math-phobia and have sold products with no validation or evidence. Stories are not evidence. Testimonials are not studies. Un-validate unverified claims are lost likely fraudulent. This lack of respect for statistical evidence has made a mockery of the field of natural medicine. There are many regulators who believe that this entire field is chicanery. IMUNE is dedicated to defending this field with evidence based discipline and today’s truly modern science.

Allopathy is the medical practice of treating symptoms not the patient or the cause. Allopathy will placate symptoms, mask over pain, cover-up a disease, and unnaturally pacify a patient in the hopes that the patient will recover on his own. Use of SINthetic drugs to placate can produce dependency or even addiction. IMUNE styled Naturopathy tries to reduce or remove the cause/causes, unblock the blockages, rebuild the damaged organs, and treat symptoms and the patient individually and naturally. Drugs and surgery are secondary courses of treatment.

At IMUNE we seek to offer a truly modern medicine using a combination of age old natural evidence based wisdoms and the razors edge of contemporary science. We challenge and substantiate every step of the way. At IMUNE we are dedicated to finding the evidence to support and validate natural and energetic medicine.

IMUNE the International Medical University of Natural Education was officially started and accredited in 1996 with a sanctioned ISSN Library registered peer reviewed medical journal the International Journal of the Medical Sciences of Homeopathy and Naturopathy. It has been built firmly on the foundation of Honor, Integrity and Compassion. It is the only medical
university to have a mandatory course in Compassion (the basis of all Medicine). IMUNE is designed to protect the medical arts of Natural and Energetic Medicine with Honor and Integrity. IMUNE will creatively and entertainingly teach health care practitioners to respect the law with integrity and to respect validation verification and substantiation of assertions made by product companies and therapists. Science and Medicine have slightly different goals and procedures but they must work together with empathy to help people.

When we look at today’s contemporary science we see some interesting ideas that prove it is time for a change in medicine. It is the purpose of IMUNE to briefly outline a new more modern science health care system for you and your family using modern science. IMUNE will bring a respect for Evidence Based Verification to Natural and or Energetic Medicine, as well as a critical eye to Modern Medicine’s desire for conformity and profit. Modern Science has dictated that medicine must change. Let’s look into the simple science.

In 5th grade we are taught that we are made of atoms. Atoms as we are taught are made of electrons in energy states around proton and neutrons in the center. Electrons never collide or touch each other for they are so charged that the electro-magnetic-static energy repels the electrons as they approach each other. Since electrons are the outer part of each atom and electrons cannot touch each other, no two atoms ever touch each other. The outer electrons in my left hand cannot touch the outer electrons in my right hand no matter how hard I clap them together. We are taught this in the fifth grade. We are alive and healthy because we exchange energy in very small and subtle ways. Energetic Unbalances produce disease, rebalancing restores health. This proves that we are energetic beings and our medicine needs to measure and treat our energetic bodies.

These forces that make up our body are electro-magnetic-static and quantic. Since the electrons and protons are so small they make up less than one percent of one percent of one percent of one percent of one percent of one percent of one percent of one percent of one percent of one percent of one percent of one percent of one percent of one percent of one percent of one percent of one percent of one percent of one percent of one percent of one percent of the space in the body. So there is more than 99.9999999999999999% empty space. This space is filled with quantum energetic fields. We are made of energy fields. We are very complex. How many electrons are there in the body? If we took the number of all of the grains of sand on earth and TIMES it by all of the starts in the visible sky, there are more electrons in one human body. All of these electrons are obeying quantum physics. Thus we have proof of just how much we need to be humble and respectful of the natural process. For our understanding of this process is so limited we should not be Arrogant in Medicine.

There is an innate complex inexplicable and so far mysterious force of life. Healing takes place in all of us to live and to be human. We must respect and be humble of this process and resist the urge to think we truly understand it or can copy it.
The atoms in our bodies do not touch but are held by energetic forces best described by the science of Quantum physics. We are taught in 7th grade about the Mendeleev table of elements and how atoms seek to have a certain amount of electrons in their outer shell. This is the basis of all chemistry that there is a quantic rule about how many electrons atoms want in their outer shell. Atoms combine to try to get a balanced outer electron number of electrons. This is a quantic force and a powerful force of nature. All things exist thru Quantum physics. Atoms seek his balance and they move and combine to achieve it. Atoms are drawn together to make molecules, but still the outer electrons do not touch. We are shown rods and balls to display this but there are no rods and there are no balls. There are just energy forces. The false belief of rods and balls made synthetic chemistry possible. Natural foods and medicines have the answer. *The Bible says that the healing of the nations will come from the leaves of the fields.* There are those of the Ultra-Rich that want to take away the choice of natural and or energetic medicine. IMUNE is designed to protect the world from these people. IMUNE fights to preserve freedom of choice and freedom to choose natural medicine.

There is an Ultra-Rich machination to control the masses and they want us to look away from the law that prohibits someone from getting a child addicted on tobacco. They do not want us to discuss equal economic education where the rich should share with the poor. They want everyone on SINthetic drugs. They want us not to talk about growing our oil but to pay them to drill for it. They do not want us to discuss the ill effects of dextrose sugar and other processed foods. They want us to move away from nature and towards SINthetic everything that they hold the patents on. They have taken away our rights of privacy, and now they wish to remove our rights to choose and our rights of free speech. IMUNE is designed to protect the world from these people. IMUNE fights to preserve freedom of speech, of choice and freedom to choose natural medicine with honor, integrity and respect for verification and the legal process.

The modern science of Quantum Electro-Dynamics tells us that photons can give energy to electrons. This is how life works on this planet as the photons of light from the sun make “Hot” electrons in carbohydrates to supply energy to animals. *This complicated process of electron energy we do not fully understand and this proves that synthetic chemical companies do NOT have the ability to make truly compatible compounds for us to consume.*

The world has all come to know and or suspect that the synthetic foods are somewhat unharmonious with the body. The synthetic foods have little healthful properties. Intelligent people now reject synthetic foods. We are aware of the diseases they contribute to. Many have learned that the synthetic drugs are also not truly compatible with life. They are mostly placates that by some time for the magic of biology to work. Since medicine is still a pseudo-science many have chosen to exercise their present right to not use such synthetic compounds. I have chosen so and I call these compounds SINthetic. There are greedy avarice arrogant
people who seek to force their drugs onto all of us. IMUNE is designed to protect the world from these people.

Quantum theory tells us that there is an entwinement and entanglement of things that allow a subspace connection of data. This proves a collective consciousness of the universe. But this power is limited and has led to many to hold magical grandiose thinking processes. This has led to unverified ideas that fill alternative medicine.

Quantum theory has shown an observer effect and other things have proven the ability of the mind to influence things. But this effect is limited and some have more of it than others. This has led to a misunderstanding and a host of grandiose thinking like the movie - book “The Secret”. There is a small effect of attraction but not a law of attraction. There is a Law of Interpretation as that we all interpret things after they occur.

Misunderstandings of the science have led to many unsubstantiated theories and practices. Substantiation and validation of claims is important for any sales of devices or products. IMUNE is designed to protect the world from these people.

Energetic and Natural Medicine have made many mistakes as well. The major mistake of muscle testing is but one example. This was proven to be fraudulent in that it failed all double blinds and the therapist controls the results by changing the pressure consciously or unconsciously. The point probe also was a mistake as that changes in the speed of delivery of the point probe allowed the therapist to control results making it appear that he was reading the patient’s energy when the therapist was controlling the results. IMUNE is designed to protect the world from these people.

Magical thinking and a belief in stories not evidence has hurt our industry of natural medicine.

Now we can see we are an extremely complex collection of energy fields that combine to make us what we are. So why not make a medical device that measures our energy fields and corrects them. Well there are such devices to assist us in energetic medicine. With a history of peer reviewed medical research for over four decades. Over 250 studies, articles, and papers written on such devices have been published. Over 85 certified medical textbooks have quoted from these studies and have been used in accredited medical universities to teach doctors how to use such technology. In other words the science is sound but it is about energy not chemistry. So the chemical companies hate drugless medicine and they slander slur persecute and prosecute people who do drugless therapies.

The science is about energy detection such as Voltammetry and Biofeedback/Bio-Resonance. I wish to just briefly introduce you to the concepts in a series of short introductory videos to see the science behind this revolution in medicine.
Biofeedback is

1. The most Published and Researched Energetic Medical technology in History
2. Scientifically Validated and Legally Registered
3. Taught in Medical Universities
4. Natural Medicine with a High Tech edge
5. Biofeedback is paid for by Medicare, Medicaid and Major Insurance Companies

The person behind this revolution is one of the most wrongfully persecuted people in the world. Drug companies, fraudulent competitors, unprofessional journalists and rogue regulators have attacked this Great Spirit. As Einstein once said “Great Spirits get incredible resistance from Mediocre Minds”. Well God must have loved mediocre minds, because he made so many of them and the smaller the mind the more they love to attack professor of medicine Desire’ Dubounet. But as you investigate the videos and the books of her science you will see a new form of medicine more rational and more healing than the greedy drug company controlled current form. And every charlatan selling un-validated, unverified fraudulent products hates the work we do. The people without honor despise those with it.

Desire’ and her friends have spent over 35 million dollars to make a medical course for IMUNE. An entertaining thorough course of all of medicine based in natural, energetic, mental powers, compassion, yogic and spiritual ways of healing and seeing all of truly modern medicine. These courses are not free. She allows you to pay for viewing and using the courses with Karma. This is an extreme example of philanthropic caring grace for a troubled world. With intellect compassion and an enlightened soul Desire’ has made hundreds of hours of training videos on all aspects of health care. She has intelligently written over 90 certified medical textbooks. To watch these training videos or read the textbooks is easy and fun. You can spiritually pay Desire’ with good Karma. Do good things for your friends, your family or even your enemies to pay Desire’ for her work. Or pay cash if you wish. But for the piece of paper, the doctorate, certification, the license, the register or the mentor you need you must pay IMUNE with a more earthly currency. Our medical course is being used in Tibet to teach medical doctors respect for the natural process of medicine.

IMUNE is designed to protect the world from the machinations of the Ultra-Rich. IMUNE is designed to entertain and make learning easy and fun. IMUNE is designed to methodically cover all of natural medicine and many other topics for awareness. IMUNE fights to preserve freedom of choice and freedom to choose natural medicine with honor, integrity, grace and
compassion. IMUNE fights against the small minds who despise the great spirits who expansively see a vision of a new medicine based on today’s science and respect and humility for nature. IMUNE is designed to protect nature and the path of natural medicine.

Basics of Quantum Theory and Quantum Electro Dynamics

1. There are no Rods no Balls
   - Time to Wake Up
   - the rods + balls are a False belief

2. Atoms have energetic fields

   Vast distances between atoms held by quantum electro-magnetic static forces.

   Basics of Quantum Theory and Quantum Electro Dynamics

   1. There are no Rods no Balls
      - Time to Wake Up
      - the rods + balls are a False belief

   2. Atoms have energetic fields
      - Vast distances between atoms held by quantum electro-magnetic static forces.

   Basics of Quantum Theory and Quantum Electro Dynamics

   1. there is packets or quantities of energy thus the name Quantum

   2. there is a Indeterminacy or Uncertainty Principle so we can never be totally sure of anything we only know probabilities

   3. there is an entwinement or entangelment of particles once joined that means an instant communication at any distance, a Non-Local Action

   4. there is an observer effect where the mind of the observer can effect the system he is observing

   *if the proton is the size of a marble, the atom's electron is about 1km away and like a pin prick*
Photosynthesis

Visible Light from the Sun comes into the Plant and elevates the electrons into high energy states in Sugars

**Ingredients**

- Sunlight + 
- H₂O + CO₂ + Nutrients

**Minerals**

- Water
- Carbon dioxide
- Nitrate NO₃
- Phosphate PO₄
- Iron
- Silica
- ...

**Product**

- “CH₂O” + O₂ + Heat

**“Organic matter”**

Lower energy Infrared Light comes off of the Animal as the Animal takes the energy from the Hot Electrons of the Sugars

Same rule applies to marine life that applies to terrestrial life.
Plants take in Minerals and the Photon energy from the Sun to make High Energy Electrons of Carbohydrates.

Minerals and Water feed the Plants. The Minerals have low quantic energy outer electrons so they have mostly IONIC bonding. Plants absorb them.

The High Energy Electrons form Co-Valent Bonds. The Plants are food for the Animals.

Visible Light from the Sun elevates the energy of the outer electrons in the plant to make "Hot" electron Sugars.
IF WE TAKE THE NUMBER OF ALL OF THE GRAINS OF SAND ON THE EARTH AND TIMES IT BY ALL OF THE STARS IN THE VISIBLE SKY THERE ARE MORE ELECTRONS IN ONE HUMAN BODY
1. The Synthetic drug companies do not know how to properly place the electrons around the atoms in making a drug. Nature uses QED via Photosynthesis to put some of the electrons into high energy quantum states. This is how we get energy and life.

2. The Synthetic Drug companies use antiquated outdated reductionism philosophy to assemble and test their drugs. The Fractal Complexity of Nature with it’s incredible complexity must be revered rather than ignored. The height of IGNORANCE is to ignore nature. An IGNORANCE that makes money.

3. There is no study known that ever shows a synthetic drug completely equivalent to its natural counterpart. The reductionism studies only measure the required variables. They DO NOT measure side effects. Side effects are observed and often only observed years or decades later. The laws and the FDA protect them.

4. Side Effects dominate and proliferate the Synthetic Drug scene. Look at the Physician Drug Reference and see that all drugs have a list often a long list of side effects. This is not natural. Almost Every year over a hundred drugs are removed from the market because they are hurting people. It’s just a matter of time before the hurtful side effects are seen.

5. Our society has now learned conclusively that synthetic foods are incompatible with health. We have now rejected all synthetics and we know that the finest quality comes from the natural. It is the next step of simple human consciousness and thought to see clearly that synthetic drugs are incompatible with the human body.
The person behind this revolution is one of the most wrongfully persecuted people in the world. Drug companies, fraudulent competitors, unprofessional journalists and rouge regulators have attacked this Great Spirit. As Einstein once said “Great Spirits get incredible resistance from Mediocre Minds”. Well God must have loved mediocre minds, because he made so many of them and the smaller the mind the more they love to attack Desire’ Dubounet. But as you investigate the videos and the books of her science you will see a new form of medicine more rational and more healing than the greedy drug company controlled current form.

**Desire’ Dubounet Patents**

- Irish Patent #51993/0064.  Grant# S64687 a method for testing a homeopathic pharmaceutical
- Irish Patent #51994/0065.  Grant# S64688 “A method for monitoring quality of a homeopathic pharmaceutical”
- Irish Patent #51995/0067.  Grant# S64689 “Apparatus and method for detecting the reaction of a subject to a plurality of substance.”
- Irish Patent #51996/0068.  Grant# S64690 a homeopathic medicine
- Irish Patent #51997/0069.  Grant# S64691 a homeopathic medicine.

---

**Abstract**

A homeopathic medicine comprises a homeopathic carrier solution which is prepared by mixing a base solution of alcohol and water in the ratio of 1 part alcohol to 9 parts water, and subsequently mixing in sea water, brain hormone and biologically active enzymes into the base solution in the proportion 9c, 12x and 12x, respectively. The homeopathic carrier solution is sequentially subjected to an alternating current and a direct current treatment which requires applying an alternating current of 20 milliamps at 10 volts and 10 KHz for a duration of 30 seconds and a DC current of 20 milliamps at 1,000 volts for 4 minutes. The active homeopathic ingredient is then added to the carrier solution.
Great Spirits get Incredible Resistance from Mediocre Minds

Small Petty Minds hate to see a Powerful Alive and Free Intellect.

Small Minds often become bureaucrats so they can compensate for their insecurities.

They hate thinking big words like holistic, international, freedom the powers of the mind, the powers of the spirit.

These concepts scare them and they use every rationalization technique available to deny, twist, detract, divert, degrade, and discourage all from thinking big.

Their favorite technique is to shoot the messenger.

Desiré has proven the powers of the mind, the failure of synthetic drugs and many many more false beliefs.
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Medicine and Energetic Medicine are changed forever

The Fathers of Quantum Philosophy

So if the momentum (mass X velocity) and the distance of target is greater or equal to one half planck’s constant then the system is Thermodynamic

\[
\Delta x \Delta p \geq \frac{\hbar}{2} = 3.3 \times 10^{-27} \text{ erg/sec}
\]

Plank’s constant is $\hbar = 1.54 \times 10^{34}$

Mass X Velocity X Position

or in this case $2 \times 10^{-33}$

the Synapse is under Quantic Laws not Newtons
THE HISTORY OF MEDICINE

2000 B.C. - HERE, EAT THIS Root.

DRINK THIS JUICE

1000 A.D. - THAT root IS HEATHEN.

HERE, SAY THIS PRAYER.

1850 A.D. - THAT PRAYER IS SUPERSTITION.

HERE, DRINK THIS POTION.

1940 A.D. - THAT POTION IS SNAKE OIL.

HERE, SWALLOW THIS PILL.

1985. A.D. - THAT PILL IS INEFFECTIVE.

HERE, TAKE THIS SYNTHETIC DRUG

2011 A.D. - THAT SYNTHETIC DRUG DON'T WORK

HERE, EAT THIS ROOT.

DON'T EAT SYNTHETICS, DRINK THIS JUICE

SAY THIS PRAYER.
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THE SCIO IS THE MOST RESEARCHED ENERGETIC MEDICINE DEVICE IN HISTORY
IN 1982 DR. NELSON WROTE THE FIRST EVER TREATISE ON QUANTUM BIOLOGY AND HE LAID THE GROUND WORK FOR THE SCIENCE OF THE QUANTUM XRROID INTERFACE SYSTEM.

FIRST DEVELOPED IN 1985 AND REGISTERED WITH THE FDA IN 1989 THE ELECTRO-PHYSIOLOGICAL FEEDBACK XRROID ENTERED THE MARKET PLACE. DAY TO DAY IMPROVEMENTS HAVE SHARPEN ITS OPERATION. THERE HAVE BEEN OVER A HUNDRED MEDICAL ARTICLES AND STUDIES PUBLISHED IN PEER REVIEWED MEDICAL JOURNALS ON THE TECHNOLOGY.

NOW REGISTERED IN MOST OF THE COUNTRIES OF THE WORLD THE EPFX TECHNOLOGY IS ADVANCING FAST. OVER 31,000 DEVICES HAVE BEEN SOLD WITH TREMENDOUS RESULTS WORLDWIDE. THE TESTIMONIALS FILE IS ASTOUNDING.

NOW THE SCIO AS IT IS CALLED TODAY OFFERS YOU THE FINEST ENERGETIC MEDICINE HAS TO OFFER WITH THE LARGEST MEDICAL SOFTWARE IN THE WORLD AVAILABLE FOR YOU.

If you need more information on the SCIO and purchase details please get in touch with us.

Maitreya Kft.
tel: +3613036043 | web: www.qxsubspace.com | e-mail: info@qxsubspace.com
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pictures on China, AC Milan, San Antonio spurs, Dennis Johnson

The first sport study with the Quantum Xrroid technology was on members of the Cleveland Browns football team in 1988. The results were amazing and all of the participants went all Pro over the next five years. Having worked with the power lifting team of Hungary in 1991 they went from moderate to gold medal performance.

AC Milan bought some systems and their injury level dropped 91%. This was because the system can stimulate and accelerate healing of injured tissue. They asked for us to develop the device to sharpen the athletic skills of the clients. With this in mind we developed a way to sharpen coordination endurance and strength. AC Milan won the European championship the next two years. We worked with Dennis Johnson ex twice NBA MVP in the San Antonio Spurs system. The results were amazing.

The Chinese Olympic team had us do a study. Out of their 487 athletes in the 2008 Olympic Games, they assigned 150 of the sick, old, weak, and tired to us. The study was to see if we could repair injured tissue and get an athlete back onto the field. The results were astounding. Out of the hundred medals won by the Chinese our 30% of the injured performers won 33 % of the medals. Our athletes were not supposed to win. And because of this Desire’ was awarded an honorary Gold medal.

Sports medicine has entered the energetic arena. There are those who want to win and they differ from those who want to conform.

Some of the best cyclists in the world have used the SCIO to win championships.
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The International Medical University

Offers a Vision of the Future

NATUROPATHIC DOCTORATE PROGRAM